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News from

Maternal and Child
Health Access
IMAGINING TOMORROW — 20 YEARS LATER
In 1996 we noted:

T

oday, California faces
great uncertainty, as
does the nation as a
whole. MCH Access wants
to be there for the long
term – meeting needs
and crafting solutions, for
the families who have
benefited by our work
directly and for those
who have never met us
but who have been
helped by policies we
have worked to enact
and change. Our work is
not always politically
popular nor is it easily
funded. We cannot continue without your help.
In 2016:
If you’ve been to our offices, you may have seen the
mural, above, of a community-friendly downtown Los
Angeles, “Imagining Tomorrow,” painted by the women
in our arts cooperative with local artist Jose Ramirez.
Incorporated in 1996, Maternal and Child Health Access
(MCHA) was launched at a time that mirrors much of
what we are experiencing today.

Proposition 187 passed in 1994 to deny undocumented
immigrants public benefits, and was interpreted by the
Wilson administration to ban Medi-Cal for prenatal care
for undocumented women. This came in the middle of a
deep recession in California. MCHA rallied and organized
groups working with prenatal clients to testify at
hearings. Then, in 1998, under Milagro Doe v. Belshé, ,
our client Milagro —“Miracle” in Spanish-- won the right
in court for undocumented immigrants to continue
receiving public health services, including prenatal care,
threatened by Prop. 187. We are working now as never
before to try and reassure our clients, train agencies
about immigrant eligibility and answer questions from
enrollers and assistors about the impact of the
November election and future changes.

support for additional children born into a family
receiving aid through CalWORKs (used to be AFDC). This
year, a four-year effort to repeal the law was successful,
with advocacy from anti-poverty, reproductive health,
Latina, and religious groups, among others, backing
Senator Holly Mitchell’s legislative and budget efforts.
MCHA will be on the front lines to ensure that families
receive the needed funds on January 1 of next year. We
will monitor income threshold issues that may cause
reductions in food allocation under CalFresh or reductions
in the CalWORKs grant amount itself.
In late 1996, Cruz Bustamante was elected by fellow
Democrats as the first Latino Speaker of the California
Assembly. An LGBT Caucus was formed in 2002 and the
first Lesbian Speaker Pro-Tem, Sheila Kuehl, took office.
In 2016 there are at least seven members of the caucus.
Two Latino legislators lead our state: Anthony Rendon in
the Assembly, and Kevin de Leon in the Senate. They
have spoken passionately about California’s on-going
role in “leading the resistance to any effort that would
shred our social fabric or our Constitution.”
In the aftermath of the shocking 2016 election, we do
not relish what lies ahead-- MCHA will be there for our
clients and our communities, with your help. The
tomorrow that our clients imagined in 1996 is still being
shaped, through the efforts to guarantee decent
housing, transportation support, adequate wages and
good healthcare.

Back in November, 1996, one of the measures on the
ballot, Proposition 216, required businesses to provide
health care or be taxed to pay for health care for their
employees. Twenty years later, we have implemented
the Affordable Care Act and California’s rate of uninsured
fell from 16% in 2013 to 8.1% at the end of 2015. With
the help of state health coverage for all children,
including undocumented kids, an astonishing 97%
of Californians under 18 have health coverage.

We need your support, to whatever degree or way you
would like to give. By working with individual women
and families and making changes at a systemic level,
Maternal and Child Health Access is a good return on
your investment.

In the mid-1990s, MCHA fought against the Family Cap,
or “Maximum Family Grant” law, which eliminated income

Won’t you help us imagine a tomorrow for the next
20 years?
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MCHA’S ADVOCACY GETS RESULTS
This year marked a number of important changes in the way pregnant
women get health coverage:
• Women enrolled in Covered California who reported a pregnancy
were routed to Medi-Cal without their knowledge: The choice of
Covered CA or Medi-Cal was supposed to be just that – a choice – for
women already enrolled in a Covered CA plan whose income level also
qualified them for Medi-Cal. In December, 2015, MCHA discovered that
women in Covered CA with income up to 213% of the federal poverty
level were switched to Medi-Cal without notice if they reported a
pregnancy, due to computer misprogramming. Women have the right
to remain in Covered CA during pregnancy for continuity of care.
In just a few months, nearly two thousand pregnant women were
affected, but the computer glitch wouldn’t be fixed for at least six more
months. One MCHA client had missed a month’s worth of prenatal care
in her last trimester. MCHA notified thousands of stakeholders and was
contacted by numerous news outlets about the issue (see our
website, “About MCHA/In The News”). We demanded that the state do
more to prioritize the necessary computer fix and that a workaround be
adopted to protect women in the meantime. We identified outreach
and other steps to return women to Covered CA without a break in
coverage if they desired. This process took time, as coordination
between the two state agencies was difficult, and the state claimed
that the nature of the computer programming made interim solutions
particularly challenging. We created language for the state’s websites
and worked with reporters to get the word out about the right to stay
in or return to Covered CA during pregnancy and about the advantages
of moving to Medi-Cal if breaks in care continuity could be avoided.
The story about the pregnancy coverage change was picked up by
10 media outlets. Eventually, 14 California Congressmembers wrote
a letter to the Medi-Cal and Covered CA Directors demanding an
immediate solution to the problem to Medi-Cal without notice. This
helped prioritize the computer fix and resulted in a commitment from
the state to re-contact every affected woman to offer to restore her
Covered CA if she chose that and also to reimburse her for any medical
expenses incurred in the interim. MCHA brought attention to an
important coverage issue that was otherwise “buried” and received
a great deal of recognition from media, fellow advocates
and stakeholders, state agencies and politicians.
• Minimum Essential Coverage for Pregnancy-Related Medi-Cal:
Women with income over Medi-Cal’s limit for adults, which is 138%
of poverty, can still qualify for Medi-Cal during pregnancy, with income
up to 213%. But is their scope of benefits “Minimum Essential
Coverage” (MEC) for purposes of fulfilling the requirement for health
coverage, and with health benefits that are up to federal standards?
CMS’s decision in February that pregnancy-related Medi-Cal “counts”
affected two major areas: 1) what services women are entitled to under
pregnancy-related Medi-Cal; and 2) whether women would continue to
be dually enrolled in Medi-Cal and Covered CA. This is because the
state has assured CMS that Pregnancy-Related Medi-Cal "consists
of the same medically necessary benefits and services provided to"
pregnant women with Full-Scope Medi-Cal, not just a narrow set of
prenatal and hospital labor and delivery services. CMS' website also
confirms that Pregnancy-Related Medi-Cal must provide all medically
necessary care.
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MCHA campaigned to ensure that these pregnant women now get
all of the medically necessary services that Medi-Cal covers for other
adults. We have also succeeded in getting the state to review and
update provider manuals and bulletins that now describe more
completely the range of benefits to which women are entitled,
including dental care and mental health services, while on “pregnancyrelated” Medi-Cal. No longer should it be called “limited” or
“restricted” – because it isn’t – or “pregnancy or emergency only” –
because it isn’t. Women who are experiencing perinatal depression
and other mental health issues have coverage now while in pregnancyrelated Medi-Cal, including during the postpartum period. We will
monitor closely to ensure that access is improved, especially once
the Mental Health Medi-Cal Provider Manual is released.
• MCHA moves the description of medically necessary services: Under
the change above, MCHA has pushed relentlessly to broaden
pregnancy-related services to be more inclusive of mental health,
substance abuse and other issues not generally thought of as within
the “pregnancy-related” scope of services. We were heartened to
see the state change the description to include these categories on
June | of this year, so that women who are experiencing perinatal
depression and other mental health issues can be treated, and to
know that the Mental Health Medi-Cal provider manual will be
updated in the same way. Now both prenatal and mental health
providers should know that these benefits are available to pregnant
women in the “pregnancy-related” categories.
• Medi-Cal Access Program or MCAP, the program that used to be
called AIM (Access for Infants and Mothers), now includes oral health
and is being provided through regular, “Fee-for-Service” Medi-Cal
instead of a stand-alone program utilizing MCAP-only health plans.
This change has taken some sorting out as to the scope of benefits,
type of card provided, and providers who can render services.
MCHA has led the effort to inform Medi-Cal providers that they
now have this opportunity to serve women who formerly went to
MCAP health plans.
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MCHA Holds Staff Retreat

I

n a beautiful small house in a shady
wooded area of the Pasadena
Arroyo, MCHA held its first-ever staff
retreat. Now 58 employees strong,
we recounted our humble beginnings
with two staff at the First United
Methodist Church at Olympic and
Flower, one of a number of non-profits
situated in that “incubator” setting.
There we were part of “Hands Across
America” and learned computer skills
on the first boxy Apple Computers
with their 4” x 4” screens!

In an exercise that ended up taking
the whole morning, each staff member
told the story of what attracted them
to apply to work at MCHA in the first
place and what that experience was
like. After a delicious lunch graced by the presence of our renowned Board Member Patricia Phillips, Esq., for whom our community room on the
3rd floor is named, we heard from Los Angeles County Department of Health Services about health issues in the downtown area. The afternoon
exercise was brainstorming for our 2017 strategic planning process to take place quarterly in the next year. It won’t be as long ‘til we do this again!

MEDIA BRIEFING

on Children’s Health Care Coverage
MCHA was thrilled to host New
America Media (NAM) for their briefing,
“Medi-Cal Expansion Aims
to Cover All Kids – How Well Are We
Doing? Why Dental and Mental Health
Care Are Priorities”. Held in our third
floor Pat Phillips Community Room on
November 3, ethnic media representatives heard a panel of community and
provider representatives discuss
California’s health care coverage for
undocumented children, effective in May
of this year. Sandy Close, NAM’s
Executive Director, and Viji Sundaram, NAM’s Health
Editor, welcomed the gathering. Lynn Kersey, MCHA’s
Executive Director, noted that the agency is located
in one of the most immigrant-impacted areas of
Los Angeles, with Koreatown, Chinatown, Little Tokyo,
Pico- Union/Westlake. The panel included Mayra Alvarez
of The Children’s Partnership, Tania Benacerraf of Hope
St. Family Center speaking on access to mental health
services; Dr. Maritza Cabezas, the Dental Director for
the Oral Health Program in LA County, and Dr. Jerry
Tzou, Dental Director at the Herald Christian Health
Center in San Gabriel. The general theme was that
while Medi-Cal now confers benefits, there are cultural and historic
fears and concerns about accessing care, and barriers with provider
availability and accessibility. Finally, two women told stories – one
as the mother of children benefitting, and one as MCHA’s staff
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who represented the teen who could not
attend the briefing – for good reason
(see below). Here are stories generated
by the briefing:
Olivia is an 18 year old young mother
of a baby now nine months old. About
a month after she gave birth she
experienced severe pain and took
herself to the emergency room. After
tests and observation, she was
diagnosed with gallstones. She was
told she needed treatment, possibly
gallbladder removal, and was given a specialist referral
for follow up, but she no longer had her pregnancy health
coverage. After her discharge from the emergency room
visit, she continued to be in pain, but decided to wait to
seek treatment because she was caring for her newborn
baby and she was concerned about how she would pay
for the procedure. SB 75, granting full-scope Medi-Cal
coverage to all undocumented resident children, was not
yet in place. But just a few months later, albeit painful
months, she learned that she was now eligible for fullscope Medi-Cal. “I thought this was the opportunity
to seek treatment”, she explained. “I felt relief and
happiness”, she said, knowing she had full coverage. Her
gallbladder removal surgery took place the very day of the
Media Briefing, on November 3rd, and so Olivia could not attend
to tell her story herself…
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StoryCorps Interviews
“W

hen I got my diagnosis, all I could
think about was my family, and
‘Would I be able to work?’ I did not want my
children to grow up without a mother, and
since I am the primary breadwinner for my
family, we could not afford for me not to work.”
So began one of the 18 stories that MCHA had
the privilege of gathering in three days of
intense interviews with clients, family and
friends, with the organization StoryCorps.

CD copy of their interview and decided whether to house their
interview in the Library of Congress (!) – Most did. There were tears
and laughter, and we marveled at the ability of the two wonderful
StoryCorps staff, Jahlel and Vanessa, to hear what felt like heartfelt
confessionals day in and day out. MCHA will receive a copy of all
interviews and with permission, will feature snippets on our website and
in other communications. We look forward to sharing these with you.

StoryCorps’ mission is “to preserve and share humanity’s stories in
order to build connections between people and create a more just
and compassionate world”. The California Wellness Foundation
(TCWF) made a grant to StoryCorps to support their efforts to provide
Californians of all backgrounds and beliefs with opportunities to
record, preserve, and share their stories and contribute to wellness
and social well-being. One specific portion of the grant supported
StoryCorps to partner with a few grantees of the TCWF, such as MCHA,
to record interviews with constituents that reflect their experiences
with the Affordable Care Act (ACA) in California. StoryCorps will then
produce edited audio segments that reflect upon the importance of
the ACA and share those segments with TCWF and its grantees for
communications purposes.
MCHA is one of the lucky TCWF grantees to have benefited from this
partnership. For three days, we tiptoed around our third floor where
the diaper storage room was transformed into a sound studio (what
better padding to muffle the sound?). Each interviewee received a

WELCOME BABY’S

Nurse Home Visitors

O

ne of the benefits of the Welcome Baby Program is a supportive
home visit from a nurse within a critical period for moms and
babies, when bonding and breastfeeding are being established and
the “Daily Activities of Living” can seem
overwhelming. The American Academy of
Pediatrics’ comprehensive health guidelines
for well-child care, called Bright Futures, even
has a section entitled, “Getting Used to Your
Baby” for the 2-5 day provider visit. MCHA’s
Welcome Baby program currently has a 71%
success rate for their prenatal clients’ exclusive
breastfeeding at the hospital and 94% of
all Welcome Baby clients initiate any
breastfeeding. 94% of Welcome baby infants
have received or scheduled a well-baby
check-up within 2-4 weeks postpartum.

Deborah had been to her pediatrician within the first three days, but
when Iliana Andrade, her Welcome Baby nurse visitor saw the family,
Deborah was concerned about pain she experienced during

breastfeeding. Iliana noticed that baby Matthew appeared to have
a significant tongue-tie. The medical term is ankyloglossia, “anchored
tongue” – the tissue that attaches the tongue to the floor of the lower
jaw may be so tight and short that babies
cannot suck properly and breastfeeding is
painful. Matthew’s medical provider had not
seen this at the well-baby checkup.
Iliana was able to provide information to
Deborah regarding tongue-ties and how
to talk with her medical provider to get
Matthew assessed for his condition. With
Iliana’s support, Deborah was able to get
a referral from Matthew’s provider for an Ear,
Nose, and Throat specialist who performed
the necessary procedure to release the tongue-tie. Iliana was then
able to follow up with mom and learn that breastfeeding was now
much more successful and she was no longer feeling any pain.
Deborah was able to overcome this challenge and continues
exclusively breastfeeding her now one month-old infant.
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Thanks to

Our Generous Contributors:

Our apologies for any misspellings or omissions. Please call
(213) 749-4261 ext. 110 or info@mchaccess.org with corrections.
• AIDS Healthcare Foundation
• Amazon Smile
• Anthem Blue Cross
• Asian Americans Advancing Justice
• Baby2Baby
• Bloom Again Foundation
• Bluebonnet Babies
• Blue Shield of California
• California Association of Food Banks
• California Community Foundation
• California Hospital Medical Center
• California Latinas for Reproductive
Justice
• California Poison Control System
• Carry the Future
• Da Vinci Design High School —
Julie Alvarado, Faith Simon Thompson
• First5 LA
• Food 4 Less
• Good+ Foundation
• International Institute of
Los Angeles
• Kaiser Permanente Los Angeles
Medical Center
• LA’s Best Babies Network
• LA Shares
• Los Angeles County Department of
Public Health
• Morrison and Foerster Foundation
• PHFE WIC
• Ralph’s Community Donations
• Ten Thousand Villages of Pasadena
• The California Endowment
• The California Wellness Foundation
• Whole Foods Market, Downtown
Los Angeles
INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTORS
Nancy Adelman
David Alvarez
Iliana Andrade
Sean Andrade
Bonnie R. Armstrong
Michael Barish
Gary Richwald & Sue Bayley
Diana Baxter
Susan Fogel
Tammara Billik
Paul Chung

Janet Chunn
Kathleen Dinsmore
Molly England
Ira Freeman
Patty Gibson
Byron Gross
Gail Hayek
Robert Isman
Terri Cowger Hill
Jenny Kattlove
Judith Katzburg
Barbara H. Kersey
John Kersey
Michael Keys
Alicia Kokkinis
Robert Konigsberg
Elizabeth Landsberg
Jim Pursley & Vivian Lopez
Ehrhardt & Cheryl Lang
Teresa Larsen
Kimberly Lewis
Louise McCarthy
Liz Morasso
Zahra Movaghar
Bob Newman &
Sarah Carpenter
Toni Parker
Patricia Phillips
Lisa W. Phillips
Maryjane Puffer
Nathaniel Ramer
Marjorie Sa'adah
Dana Saunders
Susan Karlins &
David Sausjord
Shirley Sanematsu
Bob and Diane Schulman
Jerry Shapiro
Barbara Siegel
Kathryn Siegel
Clara Slifkin
Laurie Soman
Sheryl Tidus
Susan Uretzky
Inese L. Verzemnieks
Janis Washington
Susan Winski
Linda H. Winski
Adam Winski

MCHA in 2016 – By the Numbers!
15,000 low income individuals enrolled in health programs, referred to services, or
INDIVIDUAL
(Cont’d)
problems withCONTRIBUTORS
health coverage fixed.
500 families, in October alone, were assisted just for problems with their health insurance
coverage!
1000’s of packs of diapers, wipes and baby outfits given to new babies – thank you
Baby2Baby!

1,300 individuals from 200 different agencies were trained on the complex web of health
programs available in California, with 250 instances of technical support provided to
agencies for difficulties with client access to care or coverage.

1,102 women and their new babies and families received support and assistance in their
homes.

272 new applications submitted for CalFresh, the state’s food assistance program, with
almost 1,400 midyear mandatory reports, annual renewals and problems assisted.
250 women assisted with their family’s short-term needs – domestic violence, shelter,
benefits, transportation or other assistance.

300 strollers, bassinets, cribs or pack-n-plays for baby to sleep given to new low-income
families
200 different women came to weekly health education classes.
66 high risk moms and families received intensive case management services for up to two
years after the birth of their children.
Through MCHA’s efforts, thousands of pregnant women now have full health coverage and
thousands more have been routed to more economical and yet more comprehensive
maternity care programs.
Our in-kind donations have provided thousands of dollars of furniture and items for the
families we serve, primarily through LA Shares and Baby2Baby, but also from individual
donors. To see the items we could use, see the list at the end of this newsletter.

Maternal and Child Health Access 2016
Board Roster
Mike Miller

Chair

The Tahoe Institute*

Susan Berke Fogel, JD
National Health Law Program*
Secretary

Patricia Phillips, JD

Robert Newman, JD
Western Center on Law and Poverty*

Phillips Jessner, LLP*

Gary Richwald, MD, MPH

Treasurer

Communicable Disease/ Public
Health Consultant

Gail S. Hayek
Chair, Finance Committee

Lynn Kersey, MA, MPH, CLE

Robert Fellmeth, JD

Executive Director
Maternal and Child Health Access

Children’s Advocacy Institute,
University of San Diego*

*Organizations listed for
identification purposes only.

Wish List {Our United Way donation number is 595702 for workplace giving.}
• Holiday gifts for families, such as gift cards for food
or department stores, blankets and children’s toys.
• New or gently used maternity or baby/
children’s clothing
• New or gently used bedding/towels
• New or gently used slings or other baby carriers
and bassinets
• Household items – kitchen items such as pots and
pans, dishware, silverware, and plastic storage
ware with lids

• Small gift items we can use for raffle prizes in
health classes
• Educational toys, children’s books in Spanish and
English, art supplies, school supplies
• Childproofing items: locks, table corners, cabinet
closures, plug covers
• Sewing machines that work well or need only
small repairs
• Soft yarn for knitting scarves and hats – linen
cotton, wool best or nice fluffy colors in acrylic –
or gift certificates for these items

• Fabric for aprons and purses made by our
Women’s Collective – colorful fun prints or bright
solid colors, heavier fabric for lining, nice fabric for
bags/purses – fabric or gift certificates to stores
with the items, such as Joann’s Michael’s or
Michael Levine’s
• Grocery, department store or other
gift certificates
• New or gently used large gift bags for baby
items we provide

For our offices…
• Nice waiting room chairs that match!
• Digital camera
• Digital streaming large frame to show agency
pictures in lobby
• Certificate-sized frames that match – for our awards
• Office supplies: color and white copy paper,
pens, staples
• Professional photography for our office and
document/website publishing
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Maternal & Child Health Access
1111 West Sixth Street, Fourth Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90017-1800
tel: 213.749.4261 • fax: 213.745.1040
www.mchaccess.org
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If you want to be removed from this mail list, want to receive mailings by e-mail or
would like a copy of our prior newsletter, please contact us at info@mchaccess.org
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Have enough stuff?
Ask friends and family to donate to MCH Access!
We will send them a wonderful card and can craft the message to your specifications! See our website to direct a donation in
honor of someone special, www.mchaccess.org, or use the envelope in our mailing.
For orders after December 21st, know that the card may not arrive by Hanukkah or Christmas.
You may also request a handmade gift by a member of our Women’s Collective – an apron, placemats, pillows or potholders or
potholders – and give twice: to your recipient and to the Collective member! You may stop by our office and shop for aprons,
pillows, potholders, cards, scarves, jewelry and more from 9-5, M-F, or by appointment (call us at (213) 749-4261).

